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ABSTRACT
Information exchange between different participants, systems, or applications has now become an
essential activity in electricity networks and markets. Typically, electricity network operators use a
variety of different formats to store their data. Even within the same operator, different proprietary
formats are used by different applications. In order to ease data exchange internally between
different applications and externally with other companies, IEC Technical Committee (TC) 57
adopts the CIM.
The IEC Common Information Model (CIM) is a set of standards that enable system integration
and information exchange in power electrical domain based on a common information model. It
provides a general information model and message/file schemas for data exchange between
systems. The model is not tied to a particular application’s view of the world; instead it permits the
same model to be used by all applications to facilitate information sharing between applications.
The usage of the CIM falls into two categories – one is used for exchanging power system models,
the other is for generating message payloads for application interfaces in system integration use
cases. The former is the mainly focus of IEC 61970 series standards; the later is the focus of IEC
61968 series standards.
This deliverable gives a survey of the CIM standards, discussing how the CIM are used in these
two categories of scenarios. During our research, we also developed a Java program, which can
parse CIM RDF/XML file, and simplify node-breaker network models to bus-branch models. The
simplified result can be used for load flow calculation software.
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ABBREVIATIONS
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IEC
EMS
EPRI
XML
ENTSO-E
MAS
NIST
UML
URI
RDF
TSO

Common Information Model
International Electrotechnical Commission
Energy Management System
Electric Power Research Institute
eXtensible Markup Language
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
Model Authority Set
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Unified Modelling Language
Uniform Resource Identifier
Resource Description Framework
Transmission System Operator
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1 Introduction
Information exchange between different participants, systems, or applications has now become an
essential activity in electricity networks and markets. Typically, electricity network operators use a
variety of different formats to store their data. Even within the same operator, different proprietary
formats are used by different applications. In order to ease data exchange internally between
different applications and externally with other companies, a commonly agreed way of expressing
the data content is needed. The IEC CIM provides the common format that can be used to express
the data in power electrical domain.
The IEC Common Information Model (CIM) is a set of standards that enable system integration
and information exchange in power electrical domain based on a common information model. It
provides a general information model and message/file schemas for data exchange between
systems. It utilizes a Unified Modelling Language (UML) based information model representing
real-world objects and information entities exchanged within the power electrical domain. The
model is not tied to a particular application’s view of the world; instead it permits the same model to
be used by all applications to facilitate information sharing between applications.
Originally developed by Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in North America, the CIM has
been gaining more and more acceptance. The CIM is now in the charge of IEC Technical
Committee (TC) 57, Power System Management and Associated Information Exchanges. The
main working groups dedicated to the CIM model are WG13, in charge of IEC 61970, and WG 14
for IEC 61968. The CIM is identified by NIST to be the key building block in Smart Grid to achieve
interoperability. ENTSO-E also migrates to CIM by converting power model exchanges and dayahead forecasts for planning/operational applications to CIM based format. The CIM is now in use
by dozens of utilities throughout the world.
The CIM standards are more than just a unifying abstract information model expressed in UML.
Instead, the CIM standards constitute layered reference architecture, as indicated in Figure 1.1.
The highest layer is the Information Model. It defines all the classes, attributes, and relationships to
provide a generalized model for all utility objects and their relationships. The Information Model is
application independent. It defines all concepts needed for any application. The middle layer is
Contextual Model, i.e., profiles. Profiles specify a subset of the CIM classes and attributes for a
specific business context at a specific system interface or system interaction. The lowest layer is
Message Syntax, or implementation models. It describes rules for file/message assembly, such as
how to use XML to create files/messages based on the CIM.
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Figure 1.1: TC57 Layered Reference Architecture
This deliverable gives a survey of the CIM standards. It will cover the three layers of the CIM
architecture, discussing how the CIM can be used for exchanging network model data and
generating message payloads for application interfaces in system integration. Finally, we will
present our Java program, which can parse CIM RDF/XML file, and simplify node-breaker network
models to bus-branch models. The simplified result can be used for load flow calculation software
(i.e., InterPSS OpenCIM).
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2 Electricity network modelling in CIM
The CIM is a set of standards that defines a common model to represent all the major objects in
electric utility enterprises. Its purpose is to standardize interfaces of applications or systems, and
enable them to access public data and exchange information independent of how such information
is represented internally.
CIM consists of a series of standards. IEC TC57 WG13 develops the IEC 61970 series of
standards, Energy Management Systems Application Program Interfaces (API), dealing with data
sets exchanged between applications in Energy Management System (EMS). WG14 develops the
IEC 61968 series of standards, Application Integration at Electric Utilities -System Interfaces for
Distribution Management, which focuses on information exchanges between electrical distribution
system applications, to support the inter-application integration of a utility enterprise that needs to
collect data from different applications that are new or legacy and each has different interfaces and
run-time environment. Besides, WG16 develops IEC 62325, Standards related to energy market
models & communications.
The standard that defines the core model of the CIM is IEC 61970-301, Common Information
Model (CIM) Base. IEC 61968 standards extend this model to meet the needs of electrical
distribution, where related applications include distribution management system (DMS), asset
management, metering, outrage reporting, etc. These standards are collectively known as the
Common Information Model, and they constitute the highest layer of Figure 1.1. Currently the CIM
has two primary uses: to exchange the power network data between companies, and to exchange
data between applications within a company. The complete CIM UML is available as a combined
model on CIMug website, distributed as a “.eap” file. The CIM UML model is maintained by tool
Sparx Enterprise Architect (EA). The model version that we currently use in our research is
“iec61970cim14v15_iec61968cim10v31_combined.eap”.
In this chapter, we first look into the highest layer of Figure 1.1, i.e., the CIM model (especially
IEC61970-301). Then we will cover the lowest layer of Figure 1.1, i.e., Implementation Syntax, and
explain how to use XML to assemble message/file for CIM instance data. Finally, we will discuss
bus-branch and node-breaker topologies.

2.1 The models
This section mainly covers IEC 61970-301 standard [10]. The IEC 61970-301 standard defines the
CIM Base set of packages, which is referenced and/or augmented by many other CIM standards.

2.1.1 Object-Oriented Modelling
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The CIM is based on object-oriented modeling method. It describes power system resources and
services by using classes, attributes, and relationships between them. It is expressed in UML
notation.
The CIM is partitioned into groups of packages for convenience of managing and maintenance.
WG13 CIM packages defined in IEC 61970-301 includes the following packages: Domain, Core,
OperationalLimits,
Topology,
Wires,
Generation,
Generation.GenerationDynamics,
Generation.Production, LoadModel, Outage, Protection, Equivalents, Meas, SCADA, ControlArea,
Contingency, StateVariables. WG14 CIM packages covered in IEC 61968 standards describe
additional parts of the CIM that deal with other logical views of utility operations including assets,
location, activities, consumers, documentation, work management, and distribution-specific
network models.
Each package contains classes. The CIM uses Classes to represent power system resources and
information entities in power systems. A “class” can be an entity found in the real world, such as a
power transformer, generator. It can also be an abstract thing like schedules or measurement.
Each class has attributes. Attributes can describe and identify a specific instance of the class (An
instance of a class is called object). All CIM attributes are optional in the sense that profiles using
the CIM are allowed to eliminate any attributes.
class DocumentationExampleInheritance

CIM classes are related with each other via “Relationships”. There are three types of relationships
I dent ifiedObject
among CIM classes, namely generalization, association,
and aggregation.
Core::
PowerSystemResource
 Generalization – It is a relationship between a base and a derived class. The derived class
(i.e., subclass) inherits the base class, and it is considered as one specific type of the base
class. Therefore, the derived class inherits all
the attributes and relationships from the base
Core::
Equipment
class, and it also contains its own additional
information. The generalization or inheritance
is depicted in UML by a triangular arrow, with the arrow head pointing to the base class. As
shown in Figure 2.1, Switch is a subclass of ConductingEquipment.
PowerTransformer

Core::
ConductingEquipment

class DocumentationExampleAssociation Switch

Figure 2.1: example of generalization


An example of a simple associaiton.
VoltageLev el objects are assigned to a
ProtectedSwitch
BaseVoltage
but are not
containedclasses.
or
conceptual
connection
between
aggregated into the BaseVoltage.

Association - An association is a
It allows one
class refer to another class based on some semantic. As shown in Figure 2.2, BaseVoltage
is associated with VoltageLevel.
Breaker

+BaseVoltage
BaseVoltage

+VoltageLev el
VoltageLevel

1

0..*

Figure 2.2: example of simple association
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Aggregation – It is a specific type of “Association”. It is a relationship between a “container”
and a “component” class. An
The
container object contains the component objects, and the
example of an aggregation association. Here
are optionally
into is depicted in UML by a
component is a member Equipment
of the objects
container.
The aggregated
aggregation
an EquipmentContainer object.
diamond. As shown in Figure 2.3, an EquipmentContainer object can contains any number
of Equipments.
+EquipmentContainer

Connect ivit y N odeCont ainer
EquipmentContainer

+Equipments PowerSy st emResource

0..1

0..*

Equipment

Figure 2.3 Aggregation example

2.1.2 Some important CIM classes and modeling example
The CIM model covers extensive details. This section tries to give a rough picture about the CIM
model. We start with a few important classes. Then we will use an example to show how a simple
power system is modelled by CIM objects.

2.1.2.1 IdentifiedObjects class
The IdentifiedObject class contained in the Core package is inherited by all
PowerSystemResource. The main purpose of this class is for naming PowerSystemResource
objects. It contains six attributes: name, localName, pathname, aliasName, description, and mRID
(Master Resource ID). Note that mRID is a globally unique machine-readable identifier for an
object instance.

2.1.2.2 Connectivity model
To model connectivity, Terminal and ConnectivityNode classes are defined.
Each ConductingEquipment (or actually, the Class which inherits it) can be associated with any
number of Terminals. Each Terminal may be connected to a ConnectivityNode. ConnectivityNode
is a point where terminals of conducting equipment are electrically connected. The associations,
“ConductingEquipment-Terminal” and “Terminal-ConnectivityNode”, capture the actual electrical
connections of a power system network. (Note that in implementation, ConductingEquipment
classes usually only have one or two terminals. The following classes have two terminals:
ACLineSegment, DCLineSegment, Jumper, Fuse, Breaker, Disconnector, LoadBreakSwitch,
SeriesCompensator. All the other ConductingEquipment leaf classes only have one terminal.)
A ConnectivityNode may be a member of a TopologicalNode. TopologicalNode is useful for
exchanges involving bus/branch models, which do not contain switch details. Associations
“TopologicalNode-Terminal” and “ConductingEquipment-Terminal” bypass the ConnectivityNode
details, and can describe the “bus/branch” level of network topology.
To model the analog values such as voltage and power, each Terminal has an association with a
Measurement class.
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2.1.2.3 Example: converting a Circuit to CIM Objects
The example circuit is shown in Figure 2.4. It contains a single generating source, load, line and
busbar. It also contains two power transformers resulting in three voltage levels of 17kV, 33kV and
132kV.

Figure 2.4: Example Circuit as a Single Line Diagram [1]
The equivalent CIM representation of Figure 2.4 is shown in Figure 2.5. The load, line and
breakers map to the EnergyConsumer, ACLineSegment and Breaker classes respectively. The
busbar maps to the BusbarSection class. Generator Alpha maps to SynchronousMachine and
GeneratingUnit classes. The current transformer CT 17kV maps to a Measurement connected to
Terminal. Note that a power transformer is not mapped to a single CIM class. Instead, it maps to a
PowerTransformer, which contains one or more TransformerWinding objects, and a
TransformerWinding may contain a TapChanger.
Besides, there are some container instances in Figure 2.5.
 VoltageLevel: it contains the interconnected devices at the same voltage level, and it has
association with BaseVoltage to describe the nominal voltage of all its contained devices.
 Substation: it contains multiple VoltageLevels and PowerTransformers. It defines a
collection of equipment “through which electric energy in bulk is passed for the purposes of
switching or modifying its characteristics”.
 Line: It contains “equipment beyond a substation belonging to a power transmission line”.
As shown in Figure 2.5, it contains ACLineSegment, but it does not itself represent any
physical device.
All of these containers are subclasses of EquipmentContainer class. EquipmentContainer provides
a means of organizing pieces of equipment together. Besides those classes mentioned above,
EquipmentContainer also has many other subclasses such as Bay. By definition, Bay is a
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collection of power system resources (within a given substation) including equipment, protection
relays, measurement, and telemetry. Bay can be used as a container for Switches.

Figure 2.5: Example Circuit with full CIM Mapping [1]
In total, the example circuit maps to 17 CIM classes, 45 CIM objects. It could be extended further
with addition of objects for e.g., control areas, equipment owners, measurement units, generation
and load curves, and asset data.

2.2 CIMXML
IEC 61970-301 standard defines the CIM UML model, but it does not explain how to exchange CIM
data using specific technologies, for example XML. These issues are covered in IEC 61970 Parts
500-599. In this section, we discuss how to use XML technology to exchange CIM data in
files/messages.

2.2.1 CIM RDF Schema
In addition to using UML, the CIM model can also be described by using Extensible Markup
Language (XML). First of all, there are some important concepts needed to explain.
 XML (Extensible Markup Language)
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XML is a markup language defined by W3C. It is designed for storing machine-readable data in a
structured, extensible format. XML documents store data in a tree structure. An XML document
consists of any number of elements. Each element can have any number of attributes and child
elements. XML is extensible in the sense that those elements and attributes in a XML document
are not predefined by any XML standard; instead they are defined by some sort of metadata, which
is decided by users, written in XML Schema.
 XML Schema
XML Schema, published by W3C, is used to express a set of rules to which an XML document
must conform in order to be considered “valid” according to that schema. It defines, e.g., what
elements and attributes can appear in a document, which elements are child elements, how many
child elements this specific element has, etc. XML Schema is written in XML.
 RDF (Resource Description Framework)
RDF, published by W3C, is a standard model designed for describing resources (in particular Web
resources).
RDF uses URIs (Uniform Resource Identifier) to identify things, and use “Property-Property Value”
pairs to describe a resource. For example, Figure 2.6 shows: a resource is identified as
“http://www.w3school.com”, and it has two properties. One is “http://www.w3schools.com/rdf/title”,
with the value “W3Schools.com”; the other is “http://www.w3schools.com/rdf/author”, with the
value “Jan Egil Refsnes”. Note that a property value is allowed to be a reference to another
resource, and this provides an easy way to express a relationship between resources. An RDF
model is usually expressed in an XML document, and the XML language used by RDF is called
RDF/XML.

Figure 2.6: the graph of one example RDF model
RDF makes no assumptions about a particular application domain. It does not define any
application-specific vocabulary such as resource classes, properties, and relationships. The
application-specific vocabulary is defined by some sort of metadata, which is decided by users,
written in RDF Schema.
 RDF Schema
RDF Schema is RDF’s vocabulary description language. It is a semantic extension of RDF. It
provides mechanisms for describing groups of related resources and the relationships between
these resources. With RDF Schema language, users can define RDF resources (including
properties and relationships) in application-specific RDF vocabularies.
The standard IEC 61970-501, Common Information Model RDF Schema, specifies the CIM RDF
Schema. It translates the CIM from UML form into a XML representation of that schema using the
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RDF Schema specification language. The standard IEC 61970-552, CIM XML Model Exchange
Format, specifies simplified RDF Schema and extensions to transfer incremental updates via
difference file. This standard relies on IEC 61970-501.
The RDF Schema version of the CIM model provides the metadata or vocabulary, with which
systems can create RDF/XML model files with descriptions of actual networks. Existing tools can
automatically generate a CIM RDF Schema by combining the original CIM UML model and the
RDF syntax.
The usage of the CIM falls into two categories – one is used for exchanging power system models,
the other is for generating message payloads for application interfaces in system integration use
cases. For the former, CIM RDF Schema can be used; for the latter, CIM XML Schema can be
used. We will explain them in the following two sections.

2.2.2 CIM RDF XML
When exchanging power system models, system suppliers use proprietary export tools to generate
CIM RDF/XML files, which describe all network elements and their electrical connectivity. The CIM
RDF/XML files, based on the CIM RDF Schema, are then imported by other systems via a similar
import tool. The following is an example.
Figure 2.7 is the CIM v14 UML description of a transformer called Transformer TR1. It consists of
three objects (they are in the red rectangle area of Figure 2.7): one PowerTransformer TR1, which
contains two TransformerWindings, namely TR1_W1 and TR1_W2. Figure 2.7 also shows the
internal attributes of these objects. These objects have associations with other objects:
Transformer TR1 is contained in SubStation1, TR1_W1 is associated with BaseVoltage 15KV, and
TR1_W2 is associated with BaseVoltage 220KV.
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Figure 2.7: Transformer TR1 shown as CIM Objects with attributes
The following list is a part of one CIM RDF XML file. It shows the objects related with Transformer
TR1 in Figure 2.7:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:cim="http://iec.ch/TC57/2008/CIM-schema-cim14#">
<cim:PowerTransformer rdf:ID="_ID_PowerXfr_TR1">
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>TR1</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>
<cim:IdentifiedObject.localName>TR1</cim:IdentifiedObject.localName>
<cim:Equipment.MemberOf_EquipmentContainer rdf:resource="#_ID_SUBSTATION1"/>
</cim:PowerTransformer>
<cim:TransformerWinding rdf:ID="_ID_TR1_W1">
<cim:TransformerWinding.g>0</cim:TransformerWinding.g>
<cim:TransformerWinding.b>-.0000025625</cim:TransformerWinding.b>
<cim:TransformerWinding.r>.9648</cim:TransformerWinding.r>
<cim:TransformerWinding.x>44.7896</cim:TransformerWinding.x>
<cim:TransformerWinding.ratedU>15</cim:TransformerWinding.ratedU>
<cim:TransformerWinding.ratedS>100</cim:TransformerWinding.ratedS>
<cim:TransformerWinding.windingType
rdf:resource="http://iec.ch/TC57/2008/CIM-schemacim13#WindingType.primary"/>
<cim:TransformerWinding.connectionType
rdf:resource="http://iec.ch/TC57/2008/CIM-schemacim13#WindingConnection.Y"/>
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>TR1_W1</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>
<cim:IdentifiedObject.localName>TR1_W1</cim:IdentifiedObject.localName>
<cim:TransformerWinding.MemberOf_PowerTransformer rdf:resource="#_ID_PowerXfr_TR1"/>
<cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage rdf:resource="#_ID_BaseVoltage_15KV"/>
</cim:TransformerWinding>
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<cim:TransformerWinding.g>0</cim:TransformerWinding.g>
<cim:TransformerWinding.b>0</cim:TransformerWinding.b>
<cim:TransformerWinding.r>0</cim:TransformerWinding.r>
<cim:TransformerWinding.x>0</cim:TransformerWinding.x>
<cim:TransformerWinding.ratedU>220</cim:TransformerWinding.ratedU>
<cim:TransformerWinding.ratedS>100</cim:TransformerWinding.ratedS>
<cim:TransformerWinding.windingType
rdf:resource="http://iec.ch/TC57/2008/CIM-schemacim13#WindingType.secondary"/>
<cim:TransformerWinding.connectionType
rdf:resource="http://iec.ch/TC57/2008/CIM-schemacim13#WindingConnection.Y"/>
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>TR1_W2</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>
<cim:IdentifiedObject.localName>TR1_W2</cim:IdentifiedObject.localName>
<cim:TransformerWinding.MemberOf_PowerTransformer rdf:resource="#_ID_PowerXfr_TR1"/>
<cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage rdf:resource="#_ID_BaseVoltage_220KV"/>
</cim:TransformerWinding>
...
</rdf:RDF>

As shown above, every object is expressed as one node (i.e., resource) in RDF XML file. RDF
attribute “rdf:resource” indicates a reference to another resource. It signals an association or
aggregation relationship with that resource.

2.2.3 CIM XML Messaging
In addition to exchanging power system model data, the CIM also provides the common semantic
model used to construct the messages for enterprise integration, i.e., supporting communications
between applications within a utility enterprise. We will cover the details of enterprise integration
later. In this section, we only focus on how to generate message payloads.
Using CIM model to generate message payload typically need the following steps: 1. Analyze
context; decide what information need to be exchanged. 2. Mapping application interfaces to the
CIM, i.e., select CIM Classes and their properties involved in the exchange. 3. Construct message
payload in XML.
Here is an example. An EMS application’s external interface requires the user to access data on
the transformers. The EMS application’s interface attributes are:
 TRANS_NAME – The Transformer’s name
 WINDINGA_R – The Transformer’s primary winding resistance
 WINDINGA_X – The Transformer’s primary winding reactance
 WINDINGB_R – The Transformer’s secondary winding resistance
 WINDINGB_X – The Transformer’s secondary winding reactance
 WINDINGA_V – The Transformer’s primary winding voltage
 WINDINGB_V – The Transformer’s secondary winding voltage
These attributes need to be exchanged, and hence, they should be mapped to the CIM. Figure 2.8
shows how each of these attributes can be mapped to a corresponding attribute in a CIM v14
class/object.
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As indicated in Figure 2.8, TRANS_NAME is mapped to “name” attribute of PowerTransformer
class. WINDINGA_R and WINDINGA_X are mapped to “R”, “X” attributes of TransformerWinding
class, the same with WINDINGB_R and WINDINGB_X. Therefore, two TransformerWinding
objects are need for this exchange. The voltage for each winding (i.e., WINDINGA_V and
WINDINGB_B) is mapped to the “nominalVoltage” attribute of BaseVoltage class.
TransformerWinding has association with BaseVoltage, and this association is inherited from
ConductingEquipment.

Figure 2.8: CIM Interface Mapping Example
After mapping interface attributes to CIM, the issue that remains now is how to construct message
payload according to the CIM? It is recommended that message payload use XML Schema instead
of RDF Schema. This is because most integration tools support or require the use of XML Schema
for the definition of messages [7].
The XML message payload uses CIM XML Schema [1]. CIM XML Schema is created from the CIM
UML model, and can be generated directly with XML tools. CIM XML Schema differs from CIM
RDF Schema in its way of representing associations. CIM XML Schema “changes” the association
to the aggregation relationship. It represents “Association” in the same way as “Aggregation”, i.e.,
by using nested XML elements.
Based on Figure 2.8, a two winding transformer containing the desired attributes can be
represented in XML payload as follows. (Note: this snippet is mainly for illustration, so the
namespace definition is omitted for simplification purpose.)
<cim:PowerTransformer>
< cim:IdentifiedObject.name>Transformer SGT1</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>
<cim:PowerTransformer.Contains_TransformerWindings>
<cim:TransformerWinding.r>0.23</cim:TransformerWinding.r>
<cim:TransformerWinding.x>0.78</cim:TransformerWinding.x>
<cim:TransformerWinding.windingType>WindingType.primary
</cim:TransformerWinding.windingType>
<cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage>
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- 19 <cim:BaseVoltage.nominaVoltage>400
</cim:BaseVoltage.nominalVoltage>
</cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage>
</cim:PowerTransformer.Contains_TransformerWindings>
<cim:PowerTransformer.Contains_TransformerWindings>
<cim:TransformerWinding.r>0.46</cim:TransformerWinding.r>
<cim:TransformerWinding.x>0.87</cim:TransformerWinding.x>
<cim:TransformerWinding.windingType>WindingType.secondary
</cim:TransformerWinding.windingType>
<cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage>
<cim:BaseVoltage.nominaVoltage>275
</cim:BaseVoltage.nominalVoltage>
</cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage>
</cim:PowerTransformer.Contains_TransformerWindings>
</cim:PowerTransformer>

As we can see from above, a single “PowerTransformer” element contains all the required data.
Association “ConductingEquipment-BaseVoltage” (expressed as cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage)
is simply described as nested elements. The major difference between the CIM XML Message and
the CIM RDF XML is that instead of having each CIM object as an independent XML element that
is then linked using the “rdf:id” and “rdf:resource” attributes, CIM XML Message let elements
contained within each other, so that one single structure (i.e., one XML element) contains all the
needed data.
CIM XML messaging has been applied by a number of large utilities both in the UK and the USA.
While CIM XML Schema can be used for defining message payload for enterprise integration use
cases, it cannot be used to exchange power system model, because it is impossible to describe
the complex details of a power network by simply using nested XML elements.

2.3 Enterprise Integration
As mentioned in section 2.2.3, CIM XML message can be used for constructing message payload
for enterprise integration. This section focuses on the enterprise integration, i.e., inter-application
communications in utility enterprise.
A utility company typically operates multitude software components, e.g., Outage Management
System (OMS), Asset Management (AM), Customer Information System (CIS), Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI), Distribution Management System (DMS), SCADA, etc. They are disparate
applications that are legacy or new, from different vendors, each supported by dissimilar runtime
environments. Quite often these applications need to communicate with each other. Current
approach of implementing inter-application communications is to establish “point-to-point” links
between every “source” and “target” applications using custom formats and protocols, as indicated
in Figure 2.9. Individual fields of data models from different data sources need mapping to each
other. This approach does not scale well, as the number of “point-to-point” links and “field-to-field”
mappings will grow exponentially with each new data source being added. Integration
implementors have to take care of details of all relevant data sources. Maintenance is also
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challenging, as one change in a specific interface or application may lead to the requirement to
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Figure 2.10 IEC 61968-1 Interface Reference Model (IRM)
IEC 61968 standards define various standard interfaces for each type of applications in utility
company, but do not mention about implementation technology. One example implementation is
using ESB [8]. Here are some related concepts.
 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) – SOA is a computer systems architectural style,
which has software resources in an enterprise available and discoverable on network as
well defined services. SOA services feature loose coupling: independent services with
defined interfaces can be called to perform their tasks in a standard way, and do not
depend on the context or state of the other services. Implementors can implement SOA
using a wide range of technologies such as Web Services, REST, etc.
 Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) – ESB is an infrastructure that facilitates SOA through
virtualization and management of service interactions between communication participants.
It gives API that can be used to develop services and makes services interact with each
other reliably. Technically ESB is a messaging backbone which provides a lot of functions,
such as: routing, accepting and delivering messages; message format transformation;
transporting messages across different lower-layer transport protocols; managing the
descriptions and definition of the messages and their formats through accessible metadata;
security and robustness, etc., for all the disparate services and applications which are
linked to ESB. There are multitude commercial and Open Source ESB products.
Commercial ones include IBM WebSphere ESB, Microsoft BizTalk server, Oracle
Enterprise Service Bus (BEA Logic), etc.; Open Source like Apache ServiceMix, JBoss
ESB, Mule, etc.
The following example illustrates one use case of using ESB and IEC 61968 to implement interapplication communications. Assuming a scenario like Figure 2.11: CIS generates Trouble Ticket
and sends to OMS. According to the received Trouble Ticket, OMS creates and send Outage
Record to DMS.

Information Flow Design

Trouble Ticket
Outage Record

DMS

OMS

CIS
TT

OR

Figure 2.11 Example inter-application communication scenario
Instead of establishing dedicated point-to-point links between CIS and OMS, OMS and DMS, we
can implement IEC 61968 IRM interface adapters on the platforms of CIS, OMS, DMS
applications, and plug them into ESB, as shown in Figure 2.12.
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AM
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IEC 61968
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AMI

SCADA
DMS

Figure 2.12 IEC 61968 based integration
Here is the integration process:
1. Firstly, CIS, OMS, DMS need to define and publish service interfaces.

Slide 7

Service interfaces can be defined using e.g., Web Service Definition Language (WSDL),
where request, response, and fault messages are defined for one or more operations. In
WSDL, there is XML Schemas (XSDs) that specify the structure of exchanged messages.
IEC 61968 defines the message envelopes [8]. Each message has a verb, noun, and
optionally a payload. Verbs signal the usage of the message such as GET, CREATE,
UPDATE, DELETE, etc. Nouns are used to identify the type of the information being
exchanged. Some Verbs require payload included in the message. A payload is typically
conveyed using an XML document that conforms to an XML Schema. The structure of the
payload is typically defined as a contextual profile from a CIM UML model.
For this example o CIS will define message Verb(Noun) like: CREATED (TroubleTicket)
o OMS will define message Verb(Noun) like: CREATED (OutageReport), CREATE
(TroubleTicket)
o DMS will define message Verb(Noun) like: CREATE (OutageReport)
And then they will define the XML Schema for message payload, and publish through
WSDL.
2. CIS, OMS, DMS start exchanging messages. Note: the sender and receiver are decoupled
from each other, i.e., the sender does not have to know the exact location of the receiver or
conform to the exact interface used by the receiver. ESB will take care of message routing
and mapping.
For this example –
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o

o

o

OMS sends request CREATE (TroubleTicket) to ESB to subscribe TroubleTicket
events. DMS sends request CREATE (OutageReport) to ESB to subscribe
OutageReport events.
Whenever CIS generates a CREATED (TroubleTicket) event to ESB to inform a
TroubleTicket has been created, OMS will receive a CREATED (TroubleTicket)
event from ESB accordingly.
Whenever OMS finishes creating OutageReport and sends an event CREATED
(OutageReport) to ESB, as a result DMS will receive a CREATED (OutageReport)
event from ESB.

In this example, the message exchange uses “publish/subscribe” pattern. There are a variety of
message exchange patterns in SOA interactions. The most basic one is “Request-Response”.
Other patterns include “Probe and Match”, where a client may multicast a message to several
endpoints, prompting them to respond based on certain criteria; “Data push”, where data is
automatically pushed to the client application without polling, etc. [12]
Note: CIMTool [11] is a very convenient tool to create CIM contextual profile. It allows users to
select CIM classes, attributes and associations to create the contextual profile (maintained in .owl
file), and then generate corresponding RDF Schema and XML Schema directly.

2.4 Bus-branch vs. node-breaker topologies
To represent power network data, there are two levels of connection abstraction models, namely,
“Node-Breaker” model and “Bus-Branch” model.
 Node-Breaker model
The node-breaker model describes power network in details. It shows network components
and the physical or actual electricity connections between them. Node-breaker model is
mainly used in operations settings, for monitoring and controlling the power network. For
example, at the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system of a power
control center, the node-breaker model is continuously updated and available. The CIM
describes power network using Node-Break model.


Bus-Branch model
The bus-branch model shows logical or abstract connections between the network
elements. In bus-branch model, all of the switches and connections to ground are missing.
This model is used in planning settings, e.g., simulation studies and security analysis.

In Bus-Branch model, the information of switching devices and their status is abstracted. This is
because switches, if they are closed, do not play an active role in network behaviour. Power
system analysts are mainly concerned with the primary system components, i.e., lines,
transformers, generators, and loads. That is why simulation tools such as PSS/E most commonly
use bus-branch model of the power system.
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However, this causes a problem when exchanging CIM power system data between different
applications – since the CIM XML data describes the network in node-breaker model, how can this
data be interpreted by many legacy simulation tools, which only accept power system data in busbranch model? To solve this problem, a topology processor is needed. The topology processor
extracts the bus-branch model from the node-breaker model, and then exchanges the bus-branch
model with other applications using CIM XML file. There are two ways to implement the bus-branch
topology extraction.
The first way is to create TopologicalNode objects from node-breaker CIM model, and then use
associations “TopologicalNode-Terminal” and “ConductingEquipment-TopologicalNode” to
describe the corresponding bus-branch level of connection.
The CIM defines a class called “TopologicalNode”. This class is analogous to a bus in bus-branch
model. TopologicalNode has containment relationship with ConnectivityNodes. A TopologicalNode
object does not represent a physical device in power network. Instead, all ConnectivityNodes that
are joined by closed switches, or other non-primary circuit elements are contained within one
TopologicalNode object. In [1], McMorran, A. gives an algorithm to create TopologicalNode objects
using recursion process. – This process spiders through a power network, starting from one
primary equipment (i.e., loads, lines, generators, transformers), creating a new TopologicalNode
object that adds in all ConnectivityNodes until it reaches another primary equipment or open
switch, which indicates an edge of the TopologicalNode.
The second way is developed in our demonstration, and implemented as a Java program. The
basic idea is to simplify the node-breaker model by striping all the closed switches or other nonprimary equipment. The stripped model changes the details of the original network. But from the
bus-branch topology point of view (and load-flow analysis), it is the same as the original one. We
will cover the detail in later chapter.
The major difference of these two methods is: instead of creating a TopologicalNode that
“contains” all the adjacent non-primary devices and their relevant ConnectivityNodes, our
method “compacts” all these adjacent non-primary devices and ConnectivityNodes to one
single ConnectivityNode. The first method can be used to generate dataset specified in IEC 61970456 Topology profile.
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3 Usage of CIM interface in electricity network calculation
In section 2.1, we have introduced the standard CIM specification. The standard CIM model
contains comprehensive classes, attributes, and relationships. An implementation does not need to
include all of them to be compliant with the CIM standard. Profiles are defined to specify which
elements must be included and which are optional in a particular use of the CIM. In this chapter,
we look into CIM profiles, i.e., the second layer of the layered reference architecture of Figure 1.1.

3.1 Standard CIM profiles
The IEC 61970-4xx series of Component Interface Standards specify some profiles. A profile is a
subset of the CIM classes and attributes for a specific business context at a specific system
interface or system interaction. A profile specifies the mandatory and optional classes, attributes
and associations, as well as constraints, that an application need implement in order to exchange
information with other applications and/or to access publicly available data for a certain use of the
CIM. Implementation of these messages in a particular technology is described in the IEC 619705xx.
In IEC 61970-4xx profile groups, there are two important profile standards: IEC 61970-452 and
61970-456.


IEC 61970-452: CIM Static Transmission Network Model Profile Group
It is also called Static network model profile group. Currently there is only one profile
defined in this profile group – Equipment Model Profile. This is the profile for exchanging
power system models, i.e., the static modeling information describing power system
physical elements and their electrical connections.



IEC 61970-456: Solved Power System State Interface
It is also called Steady-state solution profile group. It contains four profiles.
o Topology profile: for exchanging the bus-branch result as is produced by a topology
processor.
o State Variables profile: for exchanging the result of a state estimator or power flow,
or the starting conditions of state variables.
o Discrete (Status) Measurement Profile: for exchanging a set of switch states at a
given points in time.
o Analog Measurement Profile: for exchanging a set of analog measurements at a
given points in time.

Figure 3.1 shows the relationships between these profiles. Equipment Model profile is depended
on by other profiles. In other words, classes in State Variables Profile, Topology Profile, Analog
Measurements Profile, or Discrete Measurement Profile may refer to classes from Equipment
Model profile.
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Figure 3.1 Profile Relationships of IEC 61970-456 and 61970-452 [5]
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3.1.1 Dataset !
The IEC 61970-4xx series of standards use the concept of modularization. The potentially
voluminous overall input and output data are modularized into subsets (i.e., dataset) that would
each be realized as smaller, separate CIM/XML files. Two levels of partitioning into datasets are
utilized. First, the data is partitioned according to what kind of data is produced (which corresponds
with what kind of application produces the data). Classes and attributes, defined by each CIM
profile, constitute each dataset of this modularization. Second, the data is partitioned according to
which utility or entity in an interconnection is responsible for the data. In this modularization, the
data is divided into sets of object instances. Each dataset is called Modelling Authority Set (MAS).
The two levels of partitioning result in the fact that multiple datasets governed by the same profile
are combined to form the complete set of data for that profile.
The reason behind the modularization concept is to separate less rapidly changing data from more
rapidly changing data, and to update only those have changed, in order to save the costs of data
processing.

3.1.1.1 Dataset in an EMS
Figure 3.2 illustrates the datasets corresponding to the standard CIM profiles in an EMS. From
bottom up, elements are as follows:
 Static model data from a modeler
o Equipment model dataset: it is created in a power system modeling tool.
 Computed data
o Topology dataset: this is calculated output of a topology processing application.
o State variable dataset: this is either the calculated input to a state estimator or
power flow (for initializing state variables), or the output of a network solution.
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o

Analog&Discrete Measurement datasets: this is the measurement data from
SCADA.

Figure 3.2: Instance Modularization Applied in an EMS [5]

3.1.1.2 Dataset in network planning
Figure 3.3 illustrates the datasets corresponding to standard CIM profiles in networking planning
applications. From bottom up, elements are as follows:
 Static model data that defines the base case:
o Equipment model dataset
o Topology dataset
 Computed data
o State variable dataset

Figure 3.3: Instance Modularization Applied to Planning Power Flow Models [5]

3.1.2 Control center software
In control center IT system, there are typically multiple software applications. In this section, we
identify some of application modules, which are related with EMS and deal with IEC 61970-4XX
profile datasets. These application modules include: SCADA, network data modeler, topology
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processor, state estimator, power flow application. Figure 3.4 shows how datasets governed by the
different CIM profiles are produced and exchanged by these applications in an EMS. The
hexagons show datasets that are described by the profiles. The rounded rectangles represent
typical application modules. Data typically flows from producers to consumers as follows:
 Data Modeler application produces the Equipment Model.
 SCADA receives Equipment Model data as input and produces, periodically, new Analog
and Discrete (Status) Measurement data.
 Topology Processor uses Equipment Model data from Data Modeler and Discrete
Measurements from SCADA to determine the starting conditions for a state estimation
algorithm, which results in Topology and State Variable datasets (initial values).
 State Estimator uses the Analog Measurements, the Equipment Model, the Topology and
the State Variable datasets as input and produces the solved state expressed as a State
Variable dataset (results).
 Any Power Flow based application, e.g. contingency analysis, uses Equipment Model,
Topology and solved State Variables to produce multiple contingency solutions also
expressed as State Variables.

Figure 3.4: EMS datasets by CIM Profiles [5]
In a planning power flow environment, the situation is different:
 Data Modeler is only used to generate cases for a single point in time.
 No state estimator exists, so measurements are not required.
 Users typically enter data directly as a Topology result.
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3.2 CIM model exchange specification (IEC61970-452)
The profile IEC 61970-452 [6], CIM Static Transmission Network Model Profile Group, specifies the
specific subsets of the CIM for exchange of static power system data between utilities and other
entities participating in an interconnected power system. This profile identifies classes, attributes,
and associations, which represent the minimum subset of the full CIM model necessary to
exchange sufficient power system data to support state estimation and power flow applications.
The classes are divided into two groups, concrete classes and abstract classes. Only instances of
concrete classes are used in actual exchanges. Those concrete classes may inherit attributes or
associations from abstract classes.
A typical use case of this profile is regional TSOs maintain the official, detailed model of their own
territory, and regularly make all updates available to other party, e.g. ENTSO-E. In this use case,
regional TSO, responsible as the source of modeling for a given region of the interconnection
model, is called “Modeling Authority”, and is represented by the CIM class ModelingAuthority.
Every other CIM object is assigned as a member of zero or one ModelingAuthority object. Each
collection of objects under a given modeling authority is known as a modeling authority set (MAS).
The MAS that make up a model are disjoint. When doing full model exchange, one MAS is
contained within one model exchange document.
In practice, the ModelingAuthority class is not actually included in the CIM RDF Schema in order to
avoid creating an identical ModelingAuthority reference from every object in the document. Instead,
each document will carry header information identifying the MAS or designating it as representing
unassigned objects. When doing data exchange, a single file must contain only data objects
associated with a single ModelingAuthority.
This profile also defines some other conventions. Some of them are listed here:
 The IdentifiedObject.mRID attribute should be used as the RDF ID. The RDF ID is the only
unique and persistent object identifier used for this data exchange.
 By convention, in a one-to-many association, the association reference is included with the
data of the “many side” class. This can avoid duplication when describing associations.
 Instance data to be exchanged MUST make use of the most detailed class possible. It
means no instances of parents’ classes would exist in the model exchange document.
 A Measurement class (Analog, Accumulator, and Discrete) must be associated with a
PowerSystemResource to convey containment information for the Measurement. The
Measurement may also be associated with one of the Terminals associated with a piece of
equipment. A Measurement can be associated with at most one Terminal.
There is also convention concerning how to implement this profile using XML technology. To
transfer power system model data in XML files, the XML file must  Adhere to the rules in the Simplified RDF Syntax for Power System Model Exchange,
which is specified in IEC 61970-552-4, CIM XML Model Exchange Format.
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Contain CIM entities, which are valid according to the CIM RDF Schema file. (See IEC
61970-501, Common Information Model Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Schema.)

Note: this profile does not contain TopologicalNode class.

3.3 Steady-state solution exchange specification (IEC61970-456)
The profile group IEC 61970-456, Solved Power System State Interface, describes a standard in
which CIM/XML payloads are used to transfer the results created during typical steady-state
network analysis processes (e.g. state estimation or power flow solutions). This standard consists
of several component profiles that describe: measurement input, topology derived from switch
positions, and the steady state solution.

3.3.1 Use case
One of use cases is EMS state estimation. EMS operations typically run state estimator
automatically and periodically. The state estimator’s job is to create the best view of the state of the
system, based on the latest available snapshot of the SCADA measurements. The resulting steady
state solution is used as input for many other applications. Currently, many state estimators are
running with short periods approaching 5 seconds. So the issue is how to efficiently produce state
estimator results and make them available to other applications? Obviously, it is impossible to
produce the complete set of input data and output data for a large interconnection model at every 5
second, since the volume of data is huge.
To address this issue, complete set of input data and output data are divided into several datasets:
1. The network model – It is the largest part of the data. It changes infrequently and when it
changes, the changes are just a small part.
2. The topology of the system - It changes when switching devices change position. But the
changes are still relatively infrequent and the changes are a small part.
3. Analog measurement input – It changes completely each run. But in many use cases, this
data is not required by the consumer.
4. Solution state variables - It changes at each run.
Each dataset contains a subset of the CIM classes and attributes identified by a certain CIM
profile. To reduce data exchange cost, these datasets can be updated only when they change, and
some can be updated in incremental form. Among four datasets above, the first dataset
corresponds to the IEC61970-452 Equipment Profile. The rest of datasets are defined in the
component profiles of the IEC61970-456 standard. In the rest of this chapter, we will walk through
the component profiles of the standard IEC61970-456.

3.3.2 Measurement interfaces - Analog Measurement & Status Measurement profile
Analog Measurement profile contains the following classes:
 Concrete classes - AnalogValue, MeasurementValueSource
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Abstract classes - IdentifiedObject, MeasurementValue

Discrete (Status) Measurement profile contains the following classes:
 Concrete classes - DiscreteValue, MeasurementValueSource
 Abstract classes - IdentifiedObject, MeasurementValue
Figure 3.5 shows Measurement UML model in the CIM. Classes in read circles are from this
profile. The rest of classes are from other profiles.

Figure 3.5: CIM measurement model
An Analog or Status measurement profile contains actual values, which are included in instances
of MeasurementValue subclasses (i.e., AnalogValue and DiscreteValue). MeasurementValue
subclass has associations to Measurement subclasses (i.e., Analog and Discrete), which is already
exchanged in Equipment Model dataset (i.e., IEC61970-452). The location of the measurement in
the network is described in Equipment Model dataset by associations “Measurement-Terminal” and
“Measurement- PowerSystemResource”.
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3.3.3 Topology Interface
Topology profile contains the following classes:
 Concrete classes - Terminal, TopologicalNode
 Abstract classes - IdentifiedObject
Figure 3.6 shows Topology UML model in the CIM. Classes in read circles are from this profile.
The rest of classes are from other profiles.

Figure 3.6: CIM topology model
Topology profile is designed to provide the bus-branch topology for State Estimation or any other
power flow based application. The topology can be created by a topology processor or manually. A
Topology profile dataset always depends on an Equipment Model dataset, which can be indicated
in the header of the topology dataset. A topology dataset contains TopologicalNode and Terminal
instances.
 TopologicalNode
TopologicalNodes are calculated objects, and the exact set of its objects depends on e.g., the
status of breakers. One of calculation algorithm is mentioned in section 2.4.
 Terminal
Terminals are exchanged in two datasets, Equipment Model dataset and Topology dataset.
Equipment Model dataset contains the major part of Terminal attributes. In Topology dataset,
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Terminal only has two attributes, “TopologicalNode” and “connected”. “TopologicalNode” indicates
the association “Terminal-TopologicalNode”. “connected” indicates the status of disconnecting
equipment (e.g., switches). In other words, the disconnecting of switch is described by setting the
attribute Terminal.connected to false. In Topology profile dataset, notation <cim:Terminal
rdf:about=…> is used to identify which existing Terminal object it correlates to in Equipment Model
dataset which has already been exchanged.

3.3.4 State Variables interface
State Variable profile contains the following classes:
 Concrete classes - TopologicalIsland, SvInjection, SvPowerFlow, SvShortCircuit,
SvShuntCompensatorSections, SvTapStep, SvVoltage
The purpose of State Variable profile is to make a steady state solution, such as is created by
State Estimator or power flow, available to other applications. Figure 3.7 shows State Variables
UML model in the CIM. Classes in read circles are from this profile. The rest of classes are from
other profiles.
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Figure 3.7: CIM State Variable solution model
The state variables are identified by the objects they belong to (i.e., the objects TopologicalNode,
ConductingEquipment, Terminal, TapChanger, etc.), and their lifetime depends on that object.
State variable rdf:IDs are required to be unique within a message only.

3.4 ENTSO-E CIM Model Exchange profile
The ENTSO-E CIM Model Exchange Profile is an ENTSO-E standard based on the CIM standards.
The purpose of this standard is to allow members of ENTSO-E to exchange network modelling
information as required by the ENTSO-E business activities.
The main focus of this profile is to support:
 TSO Internal Model Export. A TSO may use the profile to export its internal network model in
such a way that it can be easily and unambiguously combined with other TSO internal models
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to make up complete models for analytical purposes.
TSO Internal Model Import. An analyst may use the profile to import exported TSO models in
such a way that they can be easily and unambiguously combined to make up complete models
for analytical purposes.
Solved Case Exchange. Any steady-state solution case created by one party, covering any
territory, may be sent to any other party using the profile.

ENTSO-E CIM Model Exchange Profile is based on the IEC CIM version 14 standards. It is selfcontained, and relies only on one single CIM document:
 IEC 61970-552: CIM Model Exchange Format. This document describes how model
information is formatted for exchange.

3.4.1 Use cases
ENTSO-E carries on important Europe-wide planning and operations roles. In ENTSO-E, the TSOs
cooperate regionally and on the European scale. One ENTSO-E business process supported by
this profile is Day-Ahead Congestion Forecast (DACF). In this daily analytical operation process:
 Each TSO prepares a power flow case covering exactly its own territory representing each
hour of the following day (based on day-ahead market outcomes). These cases are transferred
to a central server.
 The full set of submitted cases may be checked for mutual compatibility.
 Once all cases are submitted, each TSO downloads from the central server the cases posted
by their neighbouring TSOs. These are combined with their own models to form a set of study
models on which they can analyse the congestion in their region for the next day.
 Congestion result cases may be exchanged among TSOs, as the situation warrants.
This work is carried out primarily with planning tools running bus-branch models. In this process,
the solution values will change at each case, but the network model will change rarely and the
topology will change occasionally. Conserving file size is a concern, and that concern is addressed
if the standard allows the network model and topology to be exchanged incrementally. Unlike the
state estimator scenarios in section 3.3.1, which features complete transfer of a solution, the DACF
involves a lot of merging and extracting of pieces of solutions. At the central site, or at any TSO,
submitted internal cases must be able to be reliably and automatically re-combined to form models
with coverage appropriate to whatever task is at hand.
This profile can also be used for system development process (planning). ENTSO-E system
development process requires accurate models for preparation of ENTSO-E Ten-Year Network
Development Plan. These models comprise regularly collected national models as well as merged
pan-European network models.

3.4.2 Partition and Datasets
Similar as IEC 61970-4xx standards, this profile also adopts the concept of Model Authority Set
(MAS). Each object instance is assigned to one and only one MAS. There are two types of MASs:
 Boundary sets
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Boundary sets contain boundary objects that mark the boundary between regional sets.
ENTSO-E has one boundary set, which contains only “TopologicalNode” objects located at the
midpoints of ties between the TSO territories. Boundary set corresponds exactly to the
common ENTSO-E X-nodes list. ENTSO-E (the Secretariat) is the Model Authority that
manages the boundary set. The boundary set is available to all ENTSO-E TSOs.
 Regional sets
Regional sets contain regional model objects. Objects in regional sets have internal
associations and may have associations to boundary objects, but regional objects may never
have associations to objects in other regional sets. Each TSO in ENTSO-E is a Model Authority
and manages the Regional MAS in its area of responsibility.
of
When doing data exchange, each MAS is packaged in its
ownEuropean
file. Network
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to packaging file
Transmission System Operators
for
Electricity
CIM
MODEL
EXCHANGE
PROFILE
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EDITION
based on MAS, file is also packaged based on the type of the data, as shown in Figure 3.8. Files
may contain objects with associations to objects packaged in a different file. This situation means
that the file cannot be used alone, and it has to be combined with the contents of another file.
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Figure 3.8: Datasets divided by MAS and data type [2]
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X-Node Boundary Topology File
It describes the X-Node tie points between TSOs. In practice, it contains only
TopologicalNode objects marking the midpoint of tie lines.
 TSO Topology File
It contains all topology objects for a TSO. They reference the corresponding equipment
model file. Each topology file contains a separate Model Authority Set. This file includes
TopologicalNode and Terminal objects. Boundary TopologicalNodes are not included.
Terminal objects are expressed in ‘rdf:about’ because these objects are already defined in
TSO Equipment Model file. Terminal objects may have associations to X-node
TopologicalNode objects.
 TSO State Variable File
It contains all objects, over and above TSO Model files and an X-node file, required to
complete the specification of a steady-state solution. It consists of state variables.
Obviously, Topology file and State Variable file depend on Equipment file.
These files are disjointed in terms of the XML content of their file bodies. In other words, each
object, association or attribute appears in one and only one of the files being combined. A
complete ‘model’ for some purpose will normally need combination of multiple files. Since these
files obey IEC61970-552 formatting specification, the combination is simply to concatenate the
XML content of the files into a larger XML file.

3.4.3 Conventions and Constraints
Each TSO is responsible for assigning object MRIDs in its area set. Object MRIDs shall always be
used as RDF IDs. RDF IDs must be persistent from one model exchange to another. This enables
any two exchanges to be compared by using the MRIDs. The other conventions and constraints
are similar as IEC 61970-452.

3.4.4 Profile Overview
This profile identifies both the concrete and abstract classes that are used to define data
exchange. Only instances of concrete classes are used in actual exchanges. Those concrete
classes may inherit attributes or associations from abstract classes. Figure 3.9 illustrates a
conceptual drawing of the set of concrete classes that can be contained in each of the three file
types – Equipment Model file, Topology file, and State Variables file. Note that in Figure 3.9, the
classes defined in the Common Objects file (the Grey box in the diagram) are actually contained in
the TSO Equipment Model file (the Blue box in the diagram). In most cases, classes are used in
only one file. But a file may be “dependent” on another in some occasions when, e.g., part of the
class data is described in one file and additional class data is added in another, or classes in one
file have associations to classes in another file.
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Figure 3.9: The distribution of Classes in different files [2]
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internal state of most switches in the ENTSO-E model, the effect of those switches is expressed
only by this attribute. Therefore, the retained Switch objects are to be expressed as open or closed
6.3.1 ACLINESEGMENT
only via the Terminal.connected
attributes; the availability of the Generator are to be decided only
by the Terminal.connected attribute of the SynchronousMachine objects. The Terminal class in
Topology file Wires
has association “Terminal-TopologicalNode”. If a terminal is not connected, it should
still have an association to the TopologicalNode that it would close into.
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Note that the ENTSO-E
generic
device “Switch” is used in the ENTSO-E model exchange profile, and it has
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fewer attributes compared with its IEC61970-452 counterpart. And there is no need to clarify
whether it is, e.g., Disconnector or Breaker. The reason is that the internal states of most switches
are not the concern of TSOs.
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4 Example
In the practical part of our work, we develop a Java program, which can process CIM RDF/XML
files, remove switch level details, and generate bus-branch model. We test this program with
InterPSS OpenCIM. InterPSS OpenCIM [3] is graphical software that receives a network model file
in CIM RDF/XML and performs load flow analysis calculation.

4.1 Aim of the demonstration
The CIM is designed to model physical power networks. It details a power system data up to nodebreaker level. Information, such as connectivity of physical equipment and switch parameters are
included in the model. However, in some cases it would be necessary to use the CIM to model
power system data at bus-branch level. Bus-branch model shows logical or abstract connections
between the network elements. It does not contain switch details. This kind of model is used by
most power system simulation tools. Since more and more applications have now beginning to
adopt the CIM, it would be convenient to use a CIM RDF/XML file to describe the bus-branch
topology of the original power system data, and then directly export the file to a CIM-based
simulation tool.
Our demonstration aims to:
1 Extract the bus-branch topology from a given CIM RDF/XML file that describes the power
network at node-breaker level.
2 Export the bus-branch topology in a CIM RDF/XML file.
In order to implement step 1 and 2, our Java program parses the original CIM RDF/XML file,
removes all the non-primary equipment like switches, disconnector from the original model, and
keeps the trimmed result to be CIM RDF Schema compliant.
In order to prove our Java program function properly, we use a graphical load flow analysis tool,
InterPSS OpenCIM, to perform load flow calculation. InterPSS OpenCIM can import a CIM
RDF/XML file (whether the file describe a power system with details at node-breaker level or busbranch level), display the corresponding CIM model, and perform load flow analysis. Figure 4.1 is
the screenshot of using InterPSS OpenCIM to do load flow analysis based on an example input file
“opencim3sub.xml”. The left lower panel is the graphically display of the corresponding CIM model,
the right panel is the load flow analysis result. We use OpenCIM to do load flow analysis with the
original CIM RDF/XML file and the trimmed file respectively. If the two results are the same, then
our Java program works correctly.
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of OpenCIM Load Flow Analysis result
The standard IEC 61970-456 and ENTSO-E CIM Model Exchange Profile have defined a dataset
(or profile) dedicated for describing bus-branch topology. However, the Topology dataset cannot
be exchanged independently. It requires the Equipment Model dataset to be exchanged
beforehand. Terminal instances in Topology dataset use “rdf:about” to refer to corresponding
Terminal instances in the Equipment Model dataset.
The purpose of our Java program is to provide a lightweight solution to exchange bus-branch
topology among different simulation tools, such as OpenCIM. And those simulation tools do not
have to implement IEC 61970-456 or ENTSO-E CIM Model Exchange profile.

4.2 Example network
Figure 4.2 depicts the network described by the example CIM RDF/XML file for testing. It contains
three substations, two generators, one load, as well as many switches and breakers. It describes
the network at node-breaker level.
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Figure 4.2: Three-Bus example system
Our program removes all the non-primary equipment like switches and breakers, and generates a
simplified CIM RDF/XML file, which describe the network at bus-branch level, as shown in Figure
4.3.

Figure 4.3: Corresponding bus-branch model

4.3 Our Java Program
When it comes to implementation, our Java program needs solve two problems:
1 Parse the CIM RDF/XML file.
2 Remove all the non-primary equipment, but keep the result still to be CIM RDF Schema
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compliant.
For the first problem, the program implements a CIM RDF/XML parser. There is no open source
CIM RDF/XML parser API available, but there is a Java based RDF/XML parser API called Jena.
Jena [4] is an open source RDF API developed for semantic web technology, written in Java. It has
no knowledge of the CIM by itself. We utilize Jena API to parse RDF/XML file at syntax level, and
implement features of the CIM in our program. To infer electrical connections from a CIM
RDF/XML file, our program goes through all the Terminal instances, keeps track of their “TerminalConductingEquipment” and “Terminal-ConnectivityNode” associations, and establishes a table
based on that.
For the second problem, the program uses a recursion process as follows.

After running the Java program, the example network in Figure 4.2 is simplified to the one in Figure
4.3. We use InterPSS OpenCIM to do load flow analysis for both original network and the simplified
one. The calculation results are the same.
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5 Future work and conclusions
In our SGEM research project, we are now focusing on using the CIM and ESB to integrate utility
applications as discussed in section 2.3. These applications are new or legacy, and some have not
yet provided built-in support for the CIM. Therefore, we should integrate them gradually based on
use cases.
The first use case is to integrate ABB DMS 600 with a calculation engine based on OpenCIM: DMS
exports the whole network model and some measurements to the calculation engine; the
calculation engine then performs load flow calculation, and exports the result to DMS. One issue in
this integration is: how to model the load flow calculation result with the CIM and export it to other
application? There are two flavours of solutions. One is choosing some existing standardized
profile like ENTRO-E model exchange profile or IEC 61970-456; the other is defining contextspecific CIM profile for the specific use case. It is also possible to use an existing profile as starting
point, then extending and modifying it for the specific use case.
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Appendix - A list of interesting software related with CIM


Sparx Enterprise Architect (EA)
o http://www.sparxsystems.com/products/ea/index.html
o TC57 adopts Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect as UML tool to maintain, manage
and distribute the Common Information Model
o We use Read-Only Version of EA (free of charge) to review CIM UML model.



InterPSS OpenCIM
o https://sites.google.com/a/interpss.com/opencim/
o Graphical software that receives a network model file in CIM RDF/XML and
performs load flow analysis calculation.
o We use community licence for our work in chapter 4. Community licence entitles
users to process up to 10,000 RDF nodes.
CIMTool
o http://wiki.cimtool.org/index.html
o It can be used to review/define CIM profiles. A profile is maintained as a “.owl” file. A
profile (in “.owl” format) can directly generate RDF Schema, XML Schema with this
tool.
CIMSpy
o http://www.powerinfo.us/WebPages/opensource.html
o It can parse CIM RDF/XML file and visualize the network model in user-friendly way.
o CIMSpy SE is freeware under GNU licence.
o CIMSpy SE has to be used with web browser Internet Explorer (IE). Currently we
have problems with using CIMSpy with IE 8.0
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